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Here you can find the menu of Kitcho By Ajiichiban in Greenwich. At the moment, there are 18 courses and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Kitcho By

Ajiichiban:
I showed up here quite early on the nye to miss the hectic bustle. it was really good eating and will definitely be
back there. we went for 3 appetiser (emam, dizzy and deep fried garnels with washabi mayonaise all spot! plus
the soft krabbenmaki, which was also on the site. for the net 2 of us had chicken cats curry (jum and 2 of us had
trembling that were again very nice in the did. can eat or service not a bit mis... read more. The premises in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, and
there is free WLAN. If the weather are right, you can also eat outside. What User doesn't like about Kitcho By

Ajiichiban:
Seriously needed an update. The place felt tired and needs refurbishment. Staff were ok and friendly enough

although let down by one person who looked like he could have worked there as he was walking in and out of the
kitchen, with a cigarette behind his ear and dressed in a tracksuit. If he was working for them, he lowered the
tone of the restaurant and made it feel unfriendly as he shouted profanity whilst walking... read more. With a

large selection of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, the Kitcho By Ajiichiban from Greenwich prepares
healthy, fine Japanese dishes, The successful fusion of different dishes with fresh and occasionally daring

ingredients is highly valued by the customers - a nice example of Asian Fusion. It should not be forgotten that
there is a large selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, on the menu there are also a lot of

Asian dishes.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

�tra�
WASABI

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sush�
SASHIMI

Appet�er
TEMPURA

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Noodl�
RAMEN

Sp�ia�-Nudel�
UDON

Ho� drink�
TEA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Japanes� specialtie�
YAKITORI

MISO SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

TUNA

DUCK

PRAWNS

MISO

CHICKEN
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